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This thesis is about modelling and predicting the perceived whiteness of
plain paper from the paper composition, including fluorescent whitening
agents. This involves psychophysical modelling of perceived whiteness from
measurable light reflectance properties, and physical modelling of light scat-
tering and fluorescence from the paper composition.

Existing models are first tested and improvements are suggested and eval-
uated. A colour appearance model including simultaneous contrast effects
(CIECAM02-m2), earlier tested on coloured surfaces, is successfully applied
to perceived whiteness. An extension of the Kubelka-Munk light scattering
model including fluorescence for turbid media of finite thickness is success-
fully tested for the first time on real papers. It is extended to layered construc-
tions with different layer optical properties and modified to enable parameter
estimation with conventional d/0◦ spectrophotometers used in the paper in-
dustry. Lateral light scattering is studied to enable simulating the spatially
resolved radiance factor from layered constructions, and angle-resolved ra-
diance factor simulations are performed to study angular variation of white-
ness.

It is shown that the linear CIE whiteness equation fails to predict the per-
ceived whiteness of highly white papers with distinct bluish tint. This equa-
tion is applicable only in a defined region of the colour space, a condition that
is shown to be not fulfilled by many commercial office papers, although they
appear white to most observers. The proposed non-linear whiteness equa-
tions give to these papers a whiteness value that correlates with their per-
ceived whiteness, while application of the CIE whiteness equation outside its
region of validity overestimates perceived whiteness.

It is shown that the fluorescence efficiency of FWA is essentially depen-
dent only on the ability of the FWA to absorb light in its absorption band. In-
creased FWA concentration leads accordingly to increased whiteness. How-
ever, since FWA absorbs light in the violet-blue region of the electromagnetic
spectrum, the reflectance factor decreases in that region with increasing FWA
amount. This violet-blue absorption tends to give a greener shade to the pa-
per and explains most of the observed greening and whiteness saturation
at larger FWA concentrations. A red-ward shift of the quantum efficiency
is observed with increasing FWA concentration, but this is shown to have a
negligible effect on the whiteness value. The results are directly applicable
to industrial applications for better instrumental measurement of whiteness
and thereby optimising the use of FWA with the goal to improve the per-
ceived whiteness.
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βL Luminescent radiance factor
βR Reflected radiance factor
βT Total radiance factor. βT = βR + βL
λ or λ2 Emission wavelength
µ or λ1 Excitation wavelength
σa General radiative transfer absorption coefficient
σe Extinction coefficient. σe = σs + σa
σs General radiative transfer scattering coefficient
τ Optical thickness
a Single scattering albedo
B(λ1, λ2) Donaldson matrix. Discrete approximation of the bispectral

radiance factor. Note that it is called D in Paper IV
g Asymmetry factor
K Kubelka–Munk absorption coefficient
kp Inverse frequency at half MTF maximum
le Mean free path. le = 1/σe
Q(λ1, λ2) Quantum efficiency of the FWA molecule. Describes the

energy transfer from λ1 to λ2 upon absorption by the FWA at λ1

R0 Total radiance factor of a single paper sheet over a black
background

R∞ Total radiance factor of an opaque pad of paper samples
r Mean radial distance of the reflected light from point of

incidence
S Kubelka–Munk scattering coefficient
t Thickness (or basis weight)
XY Z Tristimulus values
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CAM Colour appearance model
CIE Commission international de l’éclairage, international

commission on illumination
CIECAM02 CIE colour appearance model published in 2002
CIELAB CIE L∗a∗b∗ colour space and colour appearance model
CMF Colour matching functions
DOM Discrete-ordinate method
ESF Edge spread function
FWA Fluorescent whitening agent, also sometimes called optical

brightening agent (OBA)
HVS Human visual system
JND Just noticeable difference. The change of instrumental

measure (here whiteness) required so that 75% of real
observers agree on the change direction.

KM Kubelka–Munk
LSF Line spread function
MC Monte Carlo
MTF Modulation transfer function
PSF Point spread function
RT Radiative transfer
UV Ultra-violet radiation
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Introduction

This thesis is about the modelling of light scattering and fluorescence in paper
to support optimisation of paper composition for highest perceived white-
ness at lowest production cost. This industrial problem statement requires
improved optical models and better understanding of the dependency of the
model parameters on the paper composition in order to predict the measur-
able radiance factor from the paper composition. Moreover, in order to pre-
dict the appearance in practical visual environments, improved perception
models are needed. This thesis addresses independently several steps in this
modelling chain.

Whiteness is a commercially important property and a marketing goal for
product segments such as office papers, although the perfectly correspond-
ing instrumental measurement remains elusive [1]. The strive towards whiter
paper has led to a higher degree of pulp bleaching and a substantial increase
of the concentration of fluorescent whitening agents (FWA) and violet-blue
shading dyes added in paper. FWA are dyes that absorb ultraviolet (UV) ra-
diation and radiate in the blue region of the electromagnetic spectrum, hence
increasing the perceived whiteness by both increasing the lightness and the
blueness of the paper.

Perceived whiteness is most often estimated from the spectral radiance
properties under a specific illumination and viewing geometry with the CIE
whiteness equation. This equation has been found to correlate well with vi-
sual estimation for many white samples having similar tint or fluorescence.
However, Uchida [2] imparted in 1998 that it is not accurate at high white-
ness values therefore this thesis starts with an evaluation of the CIE white-
ness equation and suggestions for improvements. Colour appearance (and
thus also perceived whiteness) can moreover depend on viewing angle (go-
niochromism) and on the environment surrounding a visual stimulus. This is
especially of interest when comparing paper samples because they affect each
other’s appearance. In order to tell which of two papers will appear whiter
to most observers, there is thus a need for more complex colour appearance
models.

Accurate models for the light scattering properties of paper products are
essential tools for product development and development of the produc-
tion process, making it possible to design materials by means of modelling
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Whiteness and fluorescecence in layered paper and board

and prediction rather than by full scale trial-and-error, which is both time-
consuming and costly. From a paper manufacturer’s perspective, the goal is
to produce the highest whiteness to the lowest cost. This includes optimising
the use of relatively expensive FWAs. Apart from copy papers, most paper
products such as fine coated paper grades or boards are built of several lay-
ers, each of which with different optical properties. This complex structure
calls for multilayer models that include fluorescence.

Due to the structural complexity of paper, most light scattering models
are based on the radiative transfer (RT) theory and describe paper as a homo-
geneous turbid medium with mean scattering, absorption, and fluorescence
properties. A simple model, the Kubelka-Munk (KM) theory, has been used
successfully for decades in the paper industry but more accurate models us-
ing Monte Carlo (MC) techniques or numerical solutions to the general RT
equation have been developed more recently. Technological applications of
these models rely on assumptions of how the model parameters are affected
by the manufacturing process, thickness, composition, and other structural
modifications or chemical interactions. The dependence of the scattering
and absorption coefficients of the KM theory on the paper structure has been
studied thoroughly, as reviewed by Pauler [3] and Philips-Invernizzi [4]. For
models including fluorescence, only a few results have been reported. Shake-
speare [5] has shown that the light conversion efficiency of FWA, the quan-
tum efficiency, was rather constant with FWA concentration. However, the
results applied only to FWA added to one single specific pulp, and to mea-
surements made on an opaque pad of samples. It is therefore of interest to
study how the optical properties of FWA depend on the substrate composi-
tion.

Another important aspect is lateral variation. Paper is a composite ma-
terial with a non-uniform mass distribution (known as formation) and thick-
ness variation. This non-uniformity can give rise to unwanted print artefacts
such as print mottle [6], but it also affects the visual quality of layered prod-
ucts for which the perceived shade and whiteness can vary laterally due to
e.g. layer thickness variation or non uniform FWA distribution. For products
made of a white layer on top of more brownish (less bleached) layers this
prejudicial lateral variation of the product appearance is known as white-top
mottle. The final appearance will depend on the spatial distribution of the op-
tical properties in each layer and on the layer’s thickness variation but also
on the lateral light scattering in each layer. This calls for laterally resolved
light scattering models.

Lateral light scattering in paper is also closely connected to what is known
in the graphic arts as optical dot-gain, which makes printed dots appear
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1.2 Overall Aim

larger than their actual physical size due to lateral spreading of the light in-
cident at the vicinity of the dots. Extensive research has therefore been car-
ried out on modelling and/or characterising in different ways the lateral light
scattering in paper to predict colour reproduction. On the other hand, very
few attempts have been made to relate lateral light scattering to the paper
optical properties and composition.

This thesis aims at modelling perceived whiteness from the paper composi-
tion with two objectives: understanding the mechanisms and efficiency limi-
tations of fluorescent whitening agents, and providing a tool for design and
optimisation of the paper structure in terms of perceived whiteness and spa-
tial reflectance uniformity.

Predicting the perceived whiteness of paper includes psychophysical mod-
elling of the perceived whiteness from measurable light reflectance prop-
erties and physical modelling of the light scattering and fluorescence from
paper composition. These two modelling approaches are treated indepen-
dently, but the results from the physical modelling can be used as input in
the psychophysical models, hence linking the paper structure to how white
it appears to a group of real observers.

One goal is to provide improved models for perceived whiteness includ-
ing simultaneous contrast effects and to examine the angular dependence of
whiteness. This will allow optimising the radiative properties of a paper that
is partially printed or compared to other papers from different viewing an-
gles. Light scattering models are in turn used to link the radiative properties
to the paper composition and structure.

Existing models are first tested and improvements are suggested and eval-
uated. For light scattering modelling, the simpler KM theory is first evaluated
and extended here to fluorescent multilayer papers. Parameter estimation
methods are developed to determine the model parameters from measure-
ments. For industrial applications, a simplified method is suggested to en-
able optical determination with conventional d/0◦ spectrophotometers used
in the paper industry. The dependence of the model parameters on the pa-
per composition is then determined, with focus on uncoated papers. The
dependence of whitening efficiency of FWA on the paper composition and
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Whiteness and fluorescecence in layered paper and board

the relationship between FWA concentration and whiteness are of special in-
terest.

Lateral light scattering is addressed in order to simulate the radiance uni-
formity from multilayer paper and board. A Monte Carlo simulation tool
is implemented to allow simulation of the lateral resolved reflectance from
paper and board with thickness variation. The simulation tool is used to
specifically analyse the influence of anisotropic single scattering on lateral
light scattering.

This section gives a brief description of colour science, colour appearance
models (with emphasis on whiteness), as well as fluorescence and light scat-
tering models. It gives the background knowledge of the thesis and provides
the definitions and terminologies used throughout the thesis. A more thor-
ough review of colour science is given by Wyszecki and Stiles [7]. Hunt [8]
provides basic knowledge about colour measurement and Fairchild [9] about
colour appearance modelling. For an introduction to the optical properties
of paper and paper whiteness, refer to Pauler [3], and for light scattering in
paper to Rydefalk and Wedin [10], Philips-Invernizzi et al. [4], and Lehto [11].

It is tempting to say that a certain wavelength of light (or a certain object)
has a certain colour and then treat colour only as a physical quantity. How-
ever, a surface may change appearance depending on the illumination. This
is why any colour measurement must be performed and communicated with
a known illumination. Colour is a visual sensation that depends on three in-
teracting components: the light source, the object, and the observer. Due to
the complexity of the human visual system, several colour appearance phe-
nomena that cannot be physically measured influence the way an observer
perceives colour. One particular effect of interest for this thesis is simulta-
neous contrast that causes a stimulus to shift in colour appearance when the
background or adjacent colours are changed. The perceived colour of a stim-
ulus does not only depend on the stimulus’ reflective properties and the illu-
mination, but also on a potential proximal or induction field (the immediate
environment of the colour stimulus), on the background (extending for about
10o from the edge of the proximal field) and on the surround (outside the
background) [9]. This is illustrated in Fig. (1). All colour appearance models
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2.1 Colour appearance modelling

are therefore valid only in a well defined visual environments including the
viewing geometry.

The spectral distribution of the light reflected by a surface is interpreted
as a colour by the brain through the three colour sensors in the eyes, the
cones. Since the exact sensitivity of the cones is difficult to measure and may
vary between individuals, the CIE defined in 1931 the standardised CIE XY Z
colour matching functions (CMF) that represent the average human spectral
response to light stimuli. According to this standard, a colour is represented
by its X, Y , and Z tristimulus values, obtained by integrating the reflected
light, weighted by the respective CMF, over the visible wavelength range.
Two different sets of CMF exist. The 1931 standard colorimetric observer, re-
ferred to as the 2o observer, and the 1964 supplementary standard colorimet-
ric observer, which was defined using a visual field of 10o instead of the 1931
2o visual field. A colour should therefore be reported together with the actual
standard observer used. Since the colour depends on the spectral characteris-
tics of the illumination, it is also reported in a given illumination, usually one
of the CIE standard illuminants, such as A, representing a tungsten filament
lamp, or D65 representing daylight at a colour temperature of 6500 K.

The CIE tristimulus values represent colours in the three-dimensional
XY Z colour space. This colour space is not perceptually uniform, in the
sense that Euclidian distances in XY Z do not map perceived colour differ-
ences. The CIE proposed in 1976 the CIE L∗a∗b∗ colour space (CIELAB),
which is a non-linear transformation of the XY Z tristimulus values, and is
approximately perceptually uniform. CIELAB makes use of a simple chro-
matic adaptation transform, modelling the ability of the human visual system
to discount the colour of the light source in order to preserve the appearance
of an object viewed in different illumination conditions. L∗ represents the
lightness, while a∗ and b∗ represent the hue and chroma on a red-green axis
(a∗) and a yellow-blue axis (b∗).

CIELAB is a well established international standard that performs well as
a colour appearance model (CAM) in many applications [9]. The major lim-
itations of CIELAB reported in the literature are due to its simplified chro-
matic adaptation transform. Moreover, CIELAB cannot predict luminance-
level dependency or cognitive effects, such as discounting the illuminant,
which is important in cross-media colour reproduction. Neither does it pro-
vide correlates for the absolute appearance attributes of brightness and colour-
fulness. For applications restricted to reflective materials viewed in an aver-
age daylight illumination, the limitations discussed above are often not of
concern. However CIELAB does not take into account induction field, back-
ground and surround dependency.
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Whiteness and fluorescecence in layered paper and board
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Of the other CAMs proposed over the years, only the Hunt model [12]

is capable of directly accounting for simultaneous contrast and assimilation
effects. Hunt suggested that the chromatic adaptation process is influenced
by the local colours of the induction (or proximal) field and background, and
proposed an algorithm for calculating the adjusted white point. A simplified
version of the Hunt model, CIECAM02, was introduced in 2003 [13, 9]. Since
the simultaneous contrast prediction part showed poor correlation to visual
assessments [6], the effect was not included in CIECAM02. Wu and Wardman
[14] proposed however a modification of the Hunt model in which the white
point is modified differently for lightness than for hue and chroma. This
modification is included in a colour appearance model named CIECAM02-
m2.

According to Ganz [15], the assessment of whiteness depends on individ-
ual preferences, on the level and spectral power distribution of the sample
irradiation, on the colour of the surround, and on the acquired preconcep-
tions in various trades. Despite the problems presented by the colorimetry of
fluorescent samples, most observers are able to arrange white samples of dif-
ferent luminous reflectance, hue and saturation in a one-dimensional order
according to whiteness, although little general agreement on whiteness can
be reached between observers. Regardless of this disparity, attempts have
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2.2 Perceived whiteness

been made to elaborate a standardised whiteness equation for commercial
whites. The general agreement is that a sample is perceived as the whiter, the
lighter, and the bluer it is. Thus, whiteness is characterised by high level of
luminosity and finite saturation, with a blue hue [16].

The CIE set up a subcommittee on whiteness in 1969 and recommended
the CIE whiteness equation as an assessment method of white materials in
1986. This equation has been found to correlate with visual estimation for
many white samples having similar tint or fluorescence [2]. CIE whiteness is
given by

WCIE = Y + 800(xn − x) + 1700(yn − y), (1)

where x = X/(X + Y + Z) and y = Y/(X + Y + Z) are the CIE chromatic-
ity coordinates, and xn and yn are the coordinates for the perfect reflecting
diffuser in the given illumination (the white point). To prevent application
of the whiteness equation to chromatic samples, the equation is only valid
within given boundaries in the colour space,

− 3 < T < 3, (2)

where T = 900(xn − x)− 650(yn − y), for the 10o observer, and

40 < WCIE < 5Y − 280. (3)

Since the approval of the CIE whiteness, the L∗a∗b∗ system has been intro-
duced and is now used for routine colorimetry. Researchers assessing the
whiteness by colorimetric methods usually want to see and evaluate white-
ness directly in the colour system that they are used to. For this purpose,
Ganz and Pauli [17] derived an approximation of the CIE whiteness equation
based on the L∗a∗b∗ colour coordinates, given by

WCIE ≈ 2.41L∗ − 4.45b∗(1− 0.009(L∗ − 96)) − 141.4. (4)

Thus, the CIE whiteness is linear in the xyY space and remains nearly
linear in the L∗a∗b∗ space. More recently, new non-linear whiteness equations
based on the L∗a∗b∗ system have also been published [2, 18]. At the same time
a new ISO standard introduced the concept of ”indoor whiteness” [19]. This
standard stipulates the use of the CIE illuminant C , which has a much lower
relative UV content than the CIE illuminant D65 specified in the ISO 11475
”outdoor whiteness” standard [20]. It is argued that the UV content of the
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Whiteness and fluorescecence in layered paper and board

illumination under such conditions is closer to that generally experienced in
an indoor environment, where paper is normally sold, bought, and used [21].

Light scattering refers to all physical processes that affect the direction of the
light in a medium. Both absorption and scattering reduces the intensity of the
light travelling in one direction through a medium. This intensity reduction
is referred to as extinction. When light is absorbed by a molecule, it can be
transformed into heat or re-emitted at another wavelength in fluorescence
processes. Light scattering is caused by local variation of the refractive index
within a heterogeneous medium and is accurately described by the Maxwell
equations presented e.g. in [22].

The Maxwell equations can only be solved exactly for a few simple ge-
ometries and there is no general quantitative solution to the problem of mul-
tiple scattering from packed particles of varying size and shape. For those
turbid media, radiative transfer theory is often used instead [23]. It describes
the interaction of radiation with scattering media, with a scattering and an ab-
sorption coefficient, and a phase function defining the direction probability
distribution of scattered light. The equation of radiative transfer was stated
by Chandrasekhar [24]. This equation lacks a general analytical solution and
numerical methods are required [25]. Therefore, simplified models such as
KM or MC methods have been used to model light scattering in paper.

For colour measurement, the quantity of interest is the spectral radiance
factor, r(λ), which compares the radiance of the sample with the radiance
of the perfect diffuser identically irradiated and viewed [26]. The following
subsections describe four different models used in this thesis to relate spectral
radiance factor to physical medium parameters.R S T S U V $ , $ * & % * & ( . & ' . W $ ' * & , + X $ * ' 1 $ - * Y
Radiative transfer (RT) describes the intensity change dI along a path ds
within a medium of randomly distributed independent scattering and ab-
sorbing sites. The RT equation can be stated as [24],

dI(s, θ, φ)

ds
= −I(s, θ, φ)(σs + σa) +

σs
4π

∫

4π
p(ui,us)I(s, θ, φ)dw, (5)

where p(ui,us) is the phase function that describes the probability for scatter-
ing in the direction us at incident direction ui, σs is the scattering coefficient,
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2.3 Light scattering

σa is the absorption coefficient, θ is polar angle, φ is azimuthal angle and w is
solid angle. The fist term corresponds to intensity reduction due to absorp-
tion and scattering. The second term is the contribution to the intensity from
scattering. σs and σa have inverse distance dimensions. The medium param-
eters can also be defined with dimensionless parameters, the single scattering
albedo (a) and the optical thickness (τ ) as

a =
σs

σa + σs
, (6)

τ = σet, (7)

where t is the thickness of the plane parallel medium. The mean free path
is defined as le = 1/σe where σe = σs + σa is the extinction coefficient. If
the particles’ distributions are random in shape, size and location, the phase
function is rotationally invariant and a function of cosΘ = ui · us [27].

Equation (5) lacks a general analytical solution therefore different numer-
ical methods have been developed in different fields. Elias and Elias [27, 28]
presented for instance a numerical method using an auxiliary function re-
sulting in a set of integral equations. Other methods based on the origi-
nal discrete-ordinate method (DOM) [29] have been developed in different
ways, depending on the domain of application. Edström [25, 30] presented
in 2005 a DOM called DORT2002 for simulation of light scattering in paper.
DORT2002 enables calculation of the light intensity as function of depth and
two angular coordinates (usually polar and azimuthal angle). Moreover, it
allows simulations of layered media with different optical properties in each
layer and is freely available as a package including a solution to the inverse
problem that allows quick estimation of σs and σa from reflectance factor
measurements once the phase function is defined [31]. It uses the popular
Henyey-Greenstein phase function [32], which can be written as

p(cosΘ) =
1− g2

(1 + g2 − 2gcosΘ)3/2
, (8)

where g is the asymmetry factor, ranging from -1 to 1. A zero g value means
isotropic scattering and a positive g value means that forward scattering dom-
inates. This phase function is rotationally invariant and thus independent of
the direction of the incident light within the medium. DORT2002 is used in
Papers VI-VII to determine σs and σa from a pair of reflectance factor mea-
surements. It is also used in Paper VIII to calculate the angular dependence
of the reflectance factor of matte papers.
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Another way to solve Eq. (5) is to use Monte Carlo simulations. Although this
is far more time consuming, it allows computing lateral scattering in media
with a complex phase function, and it is not restricted to plane parallel me-
dia, allowing simulating layered media with layer thickness variation. Monte
Carlo methods have been extensively used in biomedical optics for modelling
light propagation in tissue [33, 34]. Different methods have been developed
to track polarisation [35, 35], optical path length and coherence [36] or time
resolution [37]. In paper applications MC has been used to model lateral
light scattering [38], to model the reflectance of printed papers with uneven
ink films [39], or to predict the reflectance of halftone prints on fluorescing
paper substrate [40].

The principle of all MC techniques is to record the random walk of a large
number of wave packets that originally represent a fraction of a given illumi-
nation, and that interact with the turbid medium according to local physical
rules. The wave packets are eventually absorbed, reflected or transmitted at
different positions, angles and polarisation states that can be averaged to get
the mean response of the turbid medium.

Within an RT framework, the extinction coefficient governs the path length
of the wave packet between scattering events, i.e. how long the wave packet
can travel before it is either absorbed or scattered. Each step size t is ran-
domly generated according to the exponential distribution P (t) = e−σet,
which depends only on the extinction coefficient σe. After each step the wave
packet is either absorbed or scattered according to the single scattering albedo
a. Before the wave packet is further processed, its direction and possibly po-
larisation are changed according to the phase function, which can take any
level of complexity. This process continues until the wave packet reaches a
medium boundary. The whole process is described schematically in Fig. (2).

Ray-tracing techniques can be used to simulate complex surface bound-
aries [41] and surface scattering models like Fresnel’s and Snell’s laws can be
used at boundaries with refractive index mismatch. An MC model is imple-
mented in Paper III for multilayer structures with Henyey-Greenstein phase
function. Layers with different refractive indices are delimited by surface
height maps and surface scattering is controlled by a combination of geomet-
ric optics and microroughness dependent diffuse scattering. The model is
used in Papers VI-VII to study the effect of non-isotropic single scattering on
the lateral light scattering in paper. Bohlin et al. [42, 43] also made use of the
model to link the decrease of reflectance factor of paper with calendering to
surface microroughness and refractive index change.
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2.3 Light scattering
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The KM model has been used extensively in the paper industry since it was
applied to paint coatings in 1931 [44]. The model relates the light intensities
i and j in two opposite directions to scattering and absorption coefficients S
and K as











−
di

dx
= −(S +K)i+ Sj

dj

dx
= −(S +K)j + Si

(9)

where x denotes distance or basis weight (typically g/m2). The standard so-
lution relates the reflectance factor of a sheet of basis weight t, R0, and the
reflectance factor of an infinitely thick (i.e. opaque) medium, R∞, to the KM
scattering and absorption coefficients with

R0 =
R∞eSt[

1

R∞

−R∞] − r∞

eSt[
1

R∞

−R∞] − r2
∞

(10)

and

R∞ = 1 +
K

S
−

√

K2

S2
+

2K

S
. (11)

These equations can be inverted to determine S and K from a pair of re-
flectance factor measurements. This procedure is standardised by ISO stan-
dards using d/0◦ spectrophotometers [45, 46]. Equation (9) can be derived
from Eq. (5) if the medium is diffusely illuminated, non-absorbing and opaque
[47]. Only under these ideal conditions the KM model parameters are directly
related to the physical scattering and absorption coefficients, with K = 2σa
and S = σs.

To model the reflectance factor of multilayer papers, the KM theory can
be used together with the Stokes equations [48], which relate the reflectance
R12 and transmittance T12 of a two-layer construction to the individual layer
reflectance and transmittance with

R12 = R1 +
T 2
1R

2
1

1−R1R2
(12)

and

T12 =
T 2
1 T

2
2

1−R1R2
. (13)

The solution to n layers is obtained by iteration, keeping in mind that R12 is
not equal to R21. The KM model can also account for top surface reflection
with the so called Saunderson correction [49].
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2.3 Light scattering

As a simplified radiative transfer model, assuming isotropic light flux dis-
tribution through the whole medium, the KM model has several limitations
and performs best for media with high scattering and low absorption. Nev-
ertheless, the success of the KM model lies in its simplicity and on the accu-
mulated knowledge about the dependence of its parameters S and K with
paper composition and papermaking processes. It is also of interest in this
thesis since the model has recently been extended to include fluorescence
(see Section 2.5).R S T S p q . ^ * $ , $ ' r - * n ) & * ' . / % $ % $ W $ % % . s 1 ' + / & ' ' $ * . , s \ - ( $ % % . , s
The models described so far treat turbid media as homogeneous media with
randomly distributed scattering and absorption sites. Better understanding
of how the internal structure affects the optical properties requires modelling
the composite structure of a paper layer, which inevitably increases the model
complexity.

Whenever the equations describing a physical problem can be written
down, but the solution to these equations is intractable, it is appealing to turn
to Monte Carlo methods. By following the path of wave packets interacting
with different components according to local physical rules, it is possible to
calculate the average spatial- and angle resolved reflectance and transmit-
tance. Carlsson et al. [50] introduced a three-dimensional model of the inter-
nal structure of paper including flattened cylindrical fibres, ellipsoidal pores,
and fine particles located on the fibre surface that cause random anisotropic
scattering . Hainzl et al. [51] proposed an extended implementation that in-
cludes rough surface scattering, layer thickness variation, and fluorescence.

This statistical description of the paper structure, using component distri-
butions and size distributions, does not render the structure of the sheet, but
it simulates the average optical response of the paper. Another approach is to
use physical models of the structure of the fibre network to build a static net-
work. Light scattering simulation models using such generated paper struc-
tures were suggested by e.g. Nilsen et al. [52] and Jensen [53] and improved
fibre web modelling developed for other applications than light scattering
could also be used [54, 55].

The general process of particle level MC light scattering simulation is sim-
ilar to the homogeneous MC models in Section 2.3.2. Wave packets with
initial direction, polarisation and position are sent one by one onto the top
surface of the simulated structure and interact with geometrical objects until
they eventually are reflected, transmitted or absorbed without further flu-
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orescence. The simulation process is illustrated in Fig. (3). Components,
such as hollow cylinders representing fibres or ellipsoidal voids, are defined
with size, shape and orientation distributions. The wave packet is launched
onto the top surface delimiting the layer and the first component the wave
packet reaches is given by a depth resolved component distribution for the
layer. The size, shape and orientation of the component is computed accord-
ing to the component geometric distributions. The local position of the in-
tercept of the wave packet with the component is chosen randomly and the
wave packet is processed within the component. Each time the wave packet
is about to leave the component, another component is generated and com-
ponent surface scattering is computed. Wave packets can also be scattered,
absorbed or fluoresced within the component, following the same process as
described in Section 2.3.2. In a static network, the position and shape of the
components are well defined and fixed during the whole simulation, requir-
ing generation of the 3D structure prior to the light scattering computations.

The software developed in this thesis, Open PaperOpt, enables simulat-
ing multilayer structures with layers described independently as statistical
networks, static networks, or with general RT. For instance, it is possible to
model a basesheet as a static fibre network with a coating simulated as a ho-
mogeneous turbid medium with thickness variation . In Paper III, a statistical
fibre network model is used to study the effect of layer compression due to
calendering on the reflectance factor.

The paper industry measures whiteness and fluorescence with a standard-
ised instrument [46] using a diffuse illumination and a detector at the normal
angle to the paper surface. This geometry is referred to as the d/0◦ geome-
try. A d/0◦ instrument is equipped with a broad band light source and a UV
adjustment filter controlling the relative UV content in the illumination. The
instrument measures the total radiance factor, βT (λ|E), at each wavelength
λ for a given illumination E. When the sample does not fluoresce, the total
radiance factor is independent of the illumination and the spectral distribu-
tion of the light source is not of concern. However, for fluorescing samples,
the measured total radiance is the sum of the reflected radiance factor, βR(λ),
and the luminescent radiance factor, βL(λ|E). The luminescent radiance fac-
tor depends on the spectral distribution of the light source.

In d/0◦ instruments, the UV content is adjusted to measure the total ra-
diance factor for a given illuminant. In practice, the UV content is adjusted
so that the instrument reads the CIE whiteness of a reference sample in a
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2.4 Measuring fluorescence in paper
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given illuminant, D65 or C. This adjustment follows a standardised proce-
dure involving a hierarchy of standardizing and authorised laboratories. The
calibration of the instrument is pragmatic and a compromise between differ-
ent factors with the primary goal to ensure the greatest possible statistical
reproducibility of the measurements. The calibration of d/0◦ instruments is
specific for the type of FWAs used in paper and is in some respects arbitrary
[56].

An accurate determination of the total radiance factor requires the use
of a two-monochromator instrument, or bispectrophotometer. The measure-
ment principles of bispectrophotometers and d/0◦ spectrophotometers are
described in Fig. (4). With a bispectrophotometer it is possible to record the
spectral radiance of the sample for each illumination wavelength. This results
in a two-dimensional matrix of bispectral radiance factor data, B(λ1, λ2),
known as the Donaldson matrix [57]. The diagonal elements of the Donald-
son matrix, for which excitation wavelength λ1 and emitted wavelength λ2

are equal, is the reflected radiance factor βR(λ1 = λ2). From the Donaldson
matrix, it is possible to accurately calculate the total radiance factor βT (λ|E)
for any illumination spectral distribution.

The fluorescence efficiency will depend on the amount of radiation reach-
ing the FWA molecules, and on the scattering and absorption properties of
the substrate at the emitted wavelengths. Measured radiance factors or bis-
pectral radiance factors are thus not a direct measure of the intrinsic light (or
radiation) absorption and light emission properties of the FWA. The radiance
factor will for instance depend on the absorption of the substrate in the blue
region of the spectrum, while the quantum efficiency Q(λ1, λ2) relates the
amount of photons emitted from the FWA at wavelength λ2 to the amount of
photons absorbed by the FWA at wavelength λ1.

The calibration routine of the d/0◦ instrument relies on the fact that the
shape of the quantum efficiency is nearly independent of the excitation wave-
length [58, 59]. On the other hand, Shakespeare (2000) observed a redward
shift of the quantum efficiency with increasing FWA concentration. Another
issue with the use of an integrating sphere for illumination in d/0◦ instru-
ments is that fluoresced light is added to the illumination through multiple
reflection in the sphere [60]. The latter is however not within the scope of
this thesis. It is nonetheless important to recall that the medium parameters
estimated from d/0◦ measurements will be dependent on the instrument cal-
ibration and geometry.
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FWA are dyes that absorb UV radiation and emit in the blue region of the
electromagnetic spectrum. Typical absorption and emission spectra of FWAs
are shown in Fig. (5). It is important to recall that FWAs absorb in the visible
part of the electromagnetic field and that the emission and absorption spectra
overlap. The latter implies that light can be fluoresced and then reabsorbed
by FWA leading to what is known as fluorescence cascade [5].

In the general formulation of the radiative transfer problem, or in the KM
theory, fluorescence can be accounted for by inserting an additional source
term accounting for the fluorescence contribution to the intensity in Eq. (5)
and Eq. (9), respectively. The general radiative transfer problem becomes
very complicated to solve and lacks yet a general solution. Therefore, models
including fluorescence are often based on Monte Carlo methods, especially
in biological tissue applications [61, 62]. Monte Carlo has also been used to
model fluorescence in paper [51, 63].

Several extensions of the KM theory have been proposed over the years
to include fluorescence in the case of semi-infinite media [5, 64, 65]. The case
of finite layer thickness (or basis weight) was treated by Fukshansky and
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Kazarinova [66] but restrained to polychromatic illumination. More recently,
Kokhanovsky [67, 68] presented a simple general analytic extension of the
KM theory that includes fluorescence. This model is tested in Paper IV. In ad-
dition to the scattering S and absorption K of the KM theory, the model takes
the fluorescence quantum efficiency Q as a parameter relating the amount of
light fluoresced at the emission wavelength λ2 to the amount of radiation ab-
sorbed at the excitation λ1. The model can be written to give the bispectral
luminescent radiance factor B(λ1, λ2), as function of the scattering and ab-
sorption coefficients at excitation wavelength [S(λ1),K(λ1)], the scattering
and absorption coefficients at emission wavelength [S(λ2),K(λ2)], the quan-
tum efficiency Q from λ1 to λ2, and the layer thickness (or basis weight) t,

B(λ1, λ2) = f(S(λ1),K(λ1), S(λ2),K(λ2), Q(λ1, λ2), t). (14)

The simple but lengthy equation can for instance be found in Appendix 1
of Paper IX. As suggested by Shakespeare and Shakespeare [5], K(λ1) can
be divided into K(λ1) = K0(λ1) + K1(λ1) to separate the absorption pro-
cess that does not lead to fluorescence (K0), as for the absorption by the
furnish, from absorption by the FWA (K1). For a medium of infinite thick-
ness, the Kokhanovsky model leads to the same equation as the one ob-
tained by Shakespeare and Shakespeare [5] or Allen [64]. We notice that in
the Kokhanovsky model, fluorescence is only allowed once, i.e. fluorescence
cascade is neglected. This will impact the shape of the estimated quantum
efficiency.

The total radiance factor can be computed for any illuminant from the
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2.6 Lateral light scattering in paper

Donaldson matrix by weighting the bispectral radiance factor with the nor-
malised spectral distribution of the illuminant E, and adding it to the re-
flected radiance factor obtained with Eq. (10) as [69]

β(λ2|E) = R0(λ2) +
1

E(λ2)

∑

λ1<λ2

B(λ1, λ2)E(λ1). (15)

From the total radiance factor, the L∗a∗b∗ values and whiteness can be calcu-
lated for a specific observer and illuminant [7]. Recently, Yudovsky and Pilon
[70] included internal reflections at the interface between the medium and the
surrounding air and extended the Kokhanovsky model to normally incident
light, to strong forward scattering, and to varying fluorophore concentration
within the layer. However, the scattering coefficient is assumed to be constant
with depth. Simonot et al. [71] derived also a solution for the case of a single
homogeneous fluorescing layer on an opaque reflecting background. Paper
IX presents a general solution to the case of multilayer papers with different
scattering, absorption, and fluorescing properties. A parameter estimation
method to determine the parameters of the Kokhanovsky model from bis-
pectrophotometer measurements is developed in Paper IV and simplified in
Paper X to enable parameter estimation with conventional d/0◦ spectropho-
tometers. The Kokhanovsky model is also used in Paper V to analyse the
performance of FWA in uncoated papers.

Lateral light scattering in paper has been studied extensively because it makes
printed dots used to reproduce continuous tones appear larger due to the
spreading of the incident light at the vicinity of the dot, as illustrated in Fig.
(6). This is commonly referred to as optical dot gain in relation to physical
spreading of the ink known as mechanical dot gain. Lateral light scattering
will also affect radiance lateral variation of layered papers made of layers
with thickness and/or optical variations. The optical dot gain was first ex-
plained by Yule and Nielsen [72], who suggested a non-linear relationship
between the reflectance factor of the halftone print and the fractional area
coverage of the ink. Several extensions to this empirical model have been
proposed over the years to account for internal reflection [73], or fluorescence
[74, 75]. More advanced models are based on the substrate point spread func-
tion (PSF) or its Fourier Transform, the modulation transfer function (MTF)
[38, 76].

The PSF describes the lateral distribution of the reflected light when the
sample is illuminated on an infinitesimal point at the surface. The PSF is eas-
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ily simulated with MC simulations as shown in Paper VI but it is not possible
to measure it directly in practice since it would require an infinitesimal illu-
mination point. Different methods have been proposed to measure the MTF
of paper [76], of which the knife-edge projection [77, 78] method is experi-
mentally efficient although it suffers from bad measurement accuracy. This
method projects a sharp edge on the paper and records the spatial resolved
reflectance perpendicular to the edge. This edge spread function (ESF) can
then be derived to obtain the line spread function (LSF).

To relate the lateral light scattering to the optical properties and compo-
sition of scattering media such as paper, light scattering models with lateral
resolution are required. Oittinen [79] proposed a KM based model of the PSF
of paper substrates. Arney et al. [78] showed that this model overestimates
the effect of absorption on the MTF and proposed a simple model of the in-
verse frequency at half maximum of the MTF, denoted kp, based only on the
KM scattering coefficient S. The model includes an ad-hoc offset attributed to
directional inhomogeneity in paper. This directional inhomogeneity, mean-
ing that lateral scattering is weaker than scattering along the paper thickness
direction, was modelled by Mourad [80] who considered lateral fluxes in a
KM framework by separating backscattered light and laterally scattered light.
This leads however to two scattering coefficients that are difficult to deter-
mine in practice. Assuming both coefficients to be equal, the model showed
good agreement with the measurements of Arney et al.

MC simulations have been used to simulate the PSF from scattering and
absorption coefficients [38] or to simulate the reflectance from halftone prints
[40]. These simulations assume isotropic single scattering and the effect of
the phase function on lateral light scattering is therefore studied for the first
time in Papers VI-VII.

The papers included in this thesis address both the modelling of perceived
whiteness from measurable radiative properties of paper, and the modelling
of these radiative properties from the paper composition and structure.

The human perception of whiteness is addressed in Papers I-II and VIII.
Paper I describes the limitation of the CIE whiteness equation for commercial
papers with pronounced blue tint and suggests a new whiteness equation
that corresponds better to the perceived whiteness of such papers. Paper II
shows that the perceived whiteness of a piece of paper is largely influenced
by the shade of neighbouring colours, and that this influence can be predicted
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by recent colour appearance models. Paper VIII investigates the angular de-
pendence of the radiance factor for matte uncoloured and coloured papers.
This leads to a discussion on dynamic adaptation mechanisms of the human
visual system when looking at a piece of paper from different angles.

Paper III presents a Monte Carlo (MC) light scattering simulation tool.
It is used in Papers VI-VII to study the lateral light scattering in paper. For
fluorescence modelling, MC simulations were first used but showed no sig-
nificant increase of the explanation and prediction power as compared to
Kubelka-Munk (KM) based models in the fluorescence studies conducted by
the author of this thesis. Since MC methods are far more time consuming,
KM based models are used for fluorescence studies in the following papers.

In Paper IV, a parameter estimation method is proposed to determine the
quantum efficiency from bispectrophotometer measurements and to study
the influence of the composition of uncoated papers on the quantum effi-
ciency of fluorescent whitening agents. Paper V examines the saturation of
the measured whiteness with increasing FWA concentration. Paper IX en-
ables calculating the radiance factor of multilayer constructions from the indi-
vidual layers’ optical properties. Finally, Paper X presents a simplified model
that allows the determination of apparent optical properties in the UV wave-
length range with conventional d/0◦ spectrophotometers and predicts the
whiteness of multilayer papers.
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This paper assesses the perceived whiteness of 45 commercial copy papers
using ranking and magnitude estimation methods. Two published non-linear
whiteness models are tested together with two models proposed by the au-
thors.

The first set of twenty samples is evaluated by a total of 45 observers, 15
observers in each of the evaluations, made under three different overhead il-
luminations: 5000 K, 6500 K, and 6500 K with an additional UV lamp. The
mean observer cross-correlation is low (R2

min = 0.46), in line with previous
research, but the median rankings in different illumination conditions are
highly correlated (R2 = 0.9). This suggests two things. First, all the commer-
cial copy papers used show a similar fluorescence. Hence, they all get whiter
as the UV content of the illumination increases, and their mutual rankings
are not affected. Secondly, different groups of observers can agree on which
paper is the whitest of two papers, different individual observers do not.

The second set of 25 samples is evaluated only under 6500 K illumina-
tion, alone and with the first set (all 45 samples together). In the first model
proposed by the authors, WNEW, the maximum whiteness is set at a lower b∗

value than in the CIE whiteness equation . This model correlates well with
ranking and scaling (R2 > 0.7). The higher correlation obtained with this
model indicates that the upper whiteness limit in the CIE whiteness could
be extended. The second model, WeCIE, keeps the CIE whiteness equation
within the region of validity of the CIE whiteness, and applies a penalty func-
tion similar to the first model outside this region. In this case the maximum
whiteness is determined by the CIE whiteness upper limit. The performance
of this model was slightly inferior (rank correlation R2 = 0.56 for the first set
of samples and R2 = 0.69 for the second set), but its main advantage is that all
samples within the CIE whiteness limits are given the same whiteness values
as with the CIE whiteness equation. The results show that the introduction
of a penalty function replacing the CIE whiteness limits is a promising way
to handle white materials at the vicinity of the upper CIE whiteness limit.

The main contribution of this paper is to show that the blueness limit
has been passed in today’s office papers. These papers are not given a CIE
whiteness value, although they are perceived as white by most observers.
The proposed non-linear equations give to these papers a whiteness value
that correlates with their perceived whiteness. It is also shown that, although
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perceived whiteness depends to a large extent on individual preferences, the
mean perceived whiteness of different groups of observers are similar.

This paper is the result of cooperation with Dr. Siv Lindberg and Dr.
Staffan Rydefalk. The contribution of the author of this thesis was part of the
experiment planning, development of new whiteness equations, conducting
the perception studies, analysis and presentation of the results, and main part
of the writing.
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The purpose of this paper is to quantify and model the effect of simultane-
ous contrast on perceived whiteness. This effect causes a stimulus to shift
in colour appearance when the background or adjacent colours are changed,
but it has never been reported for whiteness. The perceived whiteness of
white patches surrounded by induction fields of different shades is evaluated
by asking observers to give a magnitude estimate of perceived whiteness of
the patches in comparison to a white reference. The reflectance factor of the
samples is measured in the actual 5000 K illumination with a spectroradiome-
ter. The perceived whiteness of patches with identical measurable colour is
highly dependent on the shade of the induction field, and the patch size used
in the study does not significantly affect the perceived whiteness.

A colour appearance model, CIECAM02-m2 [14], is applied to predict the
perceived whiteness of patches with 10 different surrounding colours (the
induction field). The spectroradiometer measures the ”physical” colour of
the white patch. With CIECAM02-m2, the L∗a∗b∗ values of the patch sur-
rounded by an induction colour are computed as if the patch was seen on a
neutral background. From these new L∗a∗b∗ values, the perceived whiteness
is predicted with the CIE whiteness and the whiteness models from Paper I.
Yellowish induction fields make the white patch appear bluer, sometimes to
such an extent that the patch is perceived less white than without the induc-
tion field. For this reason, the whiteness model developed in Paper I, WNEW

performs better than the CIE whiteness equation, since it penalises samples
with a pronounced bluish tint.

The combination of CIECAM02-m2 and WNEW predicts much of the ob-
served simultaneous contrast effect. However, the model performs better for
dark induction fields than for light induction fields. The model rates patches
surrounded by light blue and light yellow equally, whereas the observers
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clearly rate the patches with light yellow induction field as whiter than the
patches with light blue induction field. A deeper analysis of the CIECAM02-
m2 model indicates that the simultaneous contrast model used cannot accu-
rately predict the change in hue for high lightness induction fields. A poten-
tial improvement for prediction of simultaneous contrast effects would be to
base the calculations not only on the difference between the induction field
and the background, but on the difference between the patch stimulus and
the induction field. The findings of this paper indicate that two white papers
will influence each other’s appearance when compared pair wise.

This paper is the result of cooperation with Dr. Siv Lindberg. The contri-
bution of the author of this thesis was part of the problem statement, part of
the experiment planning, conduction of the perception studies, analysis and
presentation the results, and main part of the writing.
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This paper describes the general modular structure of the Open Source sim-
ulation tool, Open PaperOpt. Selected physical models already implemented
are presented. This includes general RT, statistical and static fibre networks
(see Section 2.3). Simulating the scattering from a fibre web consisting of indi-
vidual fibres and pores increases dramatically the number of model param-
eters and the model complexity. A method for the estimation of the model
parameters is presented and discussed. The applicability of the simulation
tool is demonstrated by modelling the effect of calendering on the optical
properties of uncoated paper. The results indicate that a decrease in light
scattering due to calendering can be explained by a change of pore size and
shape, all else being equal.

This paper is the result of cooperation with Prof. Per Edström and a Mas-
ter’s Thesis student in computer Science, Mikael Lindquister, supervised by
the other two authors. Mikael Lindquister developed the data format and
database included in the simulation tool. The simulation tool itself is a fur-
ther development of a previous model, Grace [51], to which the author of the
thesis contributed earlier [39]. The contribution of the author of the thesis
was part of the modelling, coding, analysis and presentation of the reported
application, as well as main part of the writing.
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This paper proposes a method to estimate the optical parameters in a flu-
orescing turbid medium with strong absorption for which the traditional
Kubelka-Munk theory is not applicable, using the Kokhanovsky model for
optically thick fluorescent turbid media of finite thickness. The method is
successfully applied to uncoated papers with different thicknesses and dif-
ferent compositions.

The aim is to map how the optical parameters are dependent on the pa-
per composition in terms of FWA concentration, filler concentration, and fi-
bre type. Two sets of kraft pulp samples bleached at different levels are used.
Two common FWA types, one disulpho and one tetrasulpho, are added to the
pulp at different concentrations. The scattering and absorption coefficients at
the excitation wavelength of the FWA [S(µ),K(µ)], and the quantum effi-
ciency [Q(µ, λ)] are determined by optimisation of these parameters to fit the
measured Donaldson [57] radiance factor, D(µ, λ = 540 nm) and D(µ, µ) at
two basis weights.

With increasing FWA concentration, the emission spectrum of the FWA,
given by the quantum efficiency at one excitation wavelength, is slightly
shifted to longer wavelengths. The quantum efficiency dependency on fibre
type, basis weight, and filler concentration is negligible. However, the scat-
tering coefficient is dependent on the absorption coefficient, and hence the
FWA concentration. This result is in line with previous observations made by
several authors. On the other hand, it is also shown that for an opaque pad of
samples, for which whiteness is usually measured, the fluorescent radiance
factor depends only on the ratio K/S. Thus, for opaque samples, S can be
assumed to be independent of the FWA concentration and the fluorescence
of paper with increasing FWA concentration is well predicted by an increase
of k and constant Q. For samples of finite thickness (or basis weight), simu-
lation of the FWA concentration dependent fluorescence requires the use of
FWA concentration dependent scattering. With this taken into account, the
extended KM model agrees well with the measured radiance factors from
samples at different basis weights, with the basis weight as the only varying
parameter. Hence, this paper provides the first experimental verification of
the Kokhanovsky Kubelka-Munk extended model for fluorescence.

The main contribution of this paper lies in technological application of
a relatively simple extended Kubelka-Munk model to predict the radiance
factor of fluorescent papers from their composition. The results open for a
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determination of the model parameters as function of the FWA concentra-
tion and furnish. This is necessary in order to use the model for optimising
fluorescence in the paper and textile industry. It is shown that the quantum
efficiency of a FWA can be assumed to be constant with FWA concentration,
pulp type, and filler concentration to predict the CIE whiteness of uncoated
papers.

This paper is the result of cooperation with Dr. Mattias Andersson and
Prof. Per Edström. The contribution of the author of this thesis was part
of the problem statement, part of the experiment, modelling, main part in
analysis and presentation of the results, and main part of the writing.
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This paper examines the dependence of the CIE whiteness of uncoated and
unfilled papers on the FWA concentration. Since it is not known how much of
the FWA is fixed in the paper, the analysis is made on the increasing absorp-
tion coefficient. As observed in Paper III, the emission spectrum of the FWA
is moved towards longer wavelengths with increasing FWA concentration.
As already known from several other studies, the absorption and emission
band of the FWA overlap, and the FWA absorbs in the visible part of the
electromagnetic spectrum.

Using the Kokhanovsky model [67], theoretical FWA:s with no emission
spectrum shift and/or no absorption at wavelength above 400 nm are sim-
ulated to separate and quantify these effects on the whiteness value. It is
shown that the shift of the emission spectrum with increasing concentration
has a negligible effect on whiteness. The overlap of the absorption and emis-
sion bands of the FWA is the main cause of greening (a shift of the chromatic-
ity towards green) and saturation of the fluorescence effect. With increasing
FWA concentration, the positive effect of fluorescence is neutralised by the
reduction of the reflected radiance factor in the violet-blue region of the spec-
trum induced by a significant absorption of the FWA in that region.

This paper points out the optical limitations of FWA in uncoated papers at
high FWA concentrations. It is shown that the absorption by the FWA in the
violet-blue region of the electromagnetic spectrum is the main cause of white-
ness saturation and greening for uncoated papers. Whiteness saturation and
greening are explained by the optical properties of the FWA, assuming con-
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stant quantum efficiency with increasing FWA concentration. This shows for
the first time that no chemical interaction is required to produce a chromatic-
ity shift and saturation. Together with Paper II, this paper indicates that the
efficiency of FWA is mainly dependent on its ability to absorb light.

This paper is the result of cooperation with Dr. Mattias Andersson, Prof.
Per Edström and MSc. Jussi Kinnunen. The contribution of the author of this
thesis was to define the problem statement, modelling, main part in analysis
and presentation of the results, and main part of the writing.
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This paper concerns lateral light scattering in turbid media and shows that
single scattering anisotropy significantly affects the PSF of a turbid medium.
This is important for media such as paper with strong forward single scat-
tering anisotropy. It means that models assuming isotropic single scattering
such as KM will predict less lateral scattering than models that take forward
single scattering into account. Thus, forward scattering can partly explain
why models based on the KM theory predicts less lateral light scattering than
what is usually measured on paper.

Our analysis starts with d/0◦ reflectance factors of a set of 30 g/m2 pa-
per samples with different amounts of blue dye and filler. The addition of
blue dye increases absorption thus decreasing the albedo a in the absorption
band of the dye. The addition of filler increases scattering, thus decreasing
the mean free path le. DORT2002 is used to determine the samples’ albedo
and mean free path from the respective reflectance measurements on a sin-
gle sheet (R0) and on an opaque pad of papers (R∞). DORT2002 solved the
inverse RT problem determining the pair {le, a} for which the direct RT sim-
ulation gives the measured reflectance factor in the same d/0◦ geometry of
the instrument. This is done for different values of the asymmetry factor
g ranging from 0 (isotropic single scattering) to 0.8 (forward scattering) in
steps of 0.2. Different {le, a} pairs are obtained for each g value to ensure the
same optical response in the d/0◦ measurements independently of the cho-
sen asymmetry factor. Each value of g can then be seen as a specific model of
the paper samples. The different models give the same reflectance factor in a
d/0◦ instrument but with different single scattering anisotropy.

Once {le, a, g} are determined, the PSF is then simulated for all samples
and g values using our Monte Carlo model Open PaperOpt from Paper III.
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We simulate a beam incident normally on a point of the paper surface and
record the spatial-resolved reflectance. Taking advantage of the symmetry
of the problem, the reflectance is then averaged over azimuthal angle to get
the two-dimensional PSF. We also introduce a single number metric, r, as
the mean radial distance of the reflected wave packets from the incident il-
lumination point. The simulations show that r increases linearly with the
asymmetry factor for both opaque and thin media. It is largest for opaque
media with high albedo and large mean free path. The number of scatter-
ing events that the wave packets undergo before leaving the medium is also
calculated using the Monte Carlo model. Increasing the asymmetry factor
increases the number of scattering events. Media with high albedo have a
similar contribution to the reflectance from different scattering orders. Media
with low albedo are also similar in this respect. This means that the point
spreading is determined by the distance that the multiply scattered light can
travel. This distance is larger if the mean free path is large and absorption is
low. A medium with high albedo and large mean free path will thus give the
largest point spreading, and it will increase further if light is scattered more
in the forward direction.

This article shows that the asymmetry factor plays a significant role in lat-
eral light scattering together with the albedo, mean free path and thickness.
Since paper has an asymmetry factor of approximately 0.8 (i.e. significant
forward scattering), anisotropic single scattering in paper can be seen as a
partial explanation to why paper scatters light laterally to a greater extent
than what is predicted with the KM theory that assumes isotropic single scat-
tering (g = 0).

This paper is the result of cooperation with Tech. Lic. Magnus Neuman
and Prof. Per Edström. The contribution of the author of this thesis was part
of the problem statement, setting up the simulations with Open PaperOpt,
and part of the analysis and writing.� & ' $ * & % % . s 1 ' + / & ' ' $ * . , s . , ) & ) $ * � Z ] q + . \ 0 % & ' . - , & , ( \ $ & + 0 * $ \ $ , ' +
In this paper, Monte Carlo simulations of the lateral light scattering is now
compared to measurements of the MTF of 22 paper samples. The aim is to
investigate whether the larger lateral scattering obtained with forward single
scattering in the previous work (Paper VI) can account for the more narrow
MTF measured on real paper samples and to test the relevance of the inverse
frequency at half maximum (kp) as a single metric for the MTF.
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The measurements reported by Arney et al. [78] are used. These are mea-
surements of the MTF of 22 paper samples at 20◦ incident angle using a knife
edge method. The set of samples includes most uncoloured paper types, from
translucent (i.e. low S) papers and newsprint to coated fine papers. The mea-
sured reflectance factor and transmittance of the samples are calculated using
KM theory given the reported thickness, S and K of each sample in a 0◦/d
measurement geometry. These measured reflectance factors and transmit-
tances are used to determine the general RT scattering (σs) and absorption
(σa) coefficients with the DORT2002 model [30, 31]. As in Paper VI, the scat-
tering and absorption coefficients are calculated for two different values of
the asymmetry factor, g = 0 and g = 0.8, to assess the effect of forward single
scattering on the MTF. The edge response, the LSF and the MTF are then sim-
ulated with Open PaperOpt [81] using a virtual knife edge method with the
same illumination geometry as used by Arney et al., both for a single sheet
over a black background and for an opaque pad of identical sheets.

In line with the results of Paper VI, the simulations show that the asym-
metry factor has a significant impact on the shape of the MTF. However, kp is
found to be independent of the asymmetry parameter. Moreover, the same kp
is obtained with the simple KM based MTF model by Arney et al., although
the shape of the MTFs clearly differ from those obtained with MC simula-
tions. This means that kp as a single metric for the MTF is inappropriate since
it does not reflect the different MTFs obtained with different asymmetry fac-
tors and with the Arney MTF model. Using kp actually leads to the wrong
conclusion that the asymmetry factor does not affect the MTF.

On the other hand, the results clearly show that the MC simulations over-
estimate the width of the MTF at half maximum and thus cannot explain the
large lateral scattering in paper. Although single forward scattering leads to
a higher degree of lateral scattering than isotropic single scattering, this effect
does not contribute significantly to a narrowing of the MTF similar to what is
measured on paper. Directional inhomogeneity in uncoated papers and other
fibrous materials such as biological tissue calls for a radiative transfer model
with both the single scattering phase function and scattering distances being
dependent on the absolute direction within the material.

We also discuss the potential effect of surface reflection due to refractive
index mismatch at the boundary between the air and the paper layer, which
is not included in the MC simulations. We argue that surface reflection will
further widen the simulated MTF since gloss does not result in lateral scat-
tering and since internal reflection at the top surface would require a larger
determined scattering coefficient to compensate for the reflectance decrease.
This increase of σs would then lead to less lateral scattering within the layer.
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This paper is the result of cooperation with Tech. Lic. Magnus Neuman
and Prof. Per Edström. The contribution of the author of this thesis was
defining the problem statement, simulations, and main part of the analysis
and writing.
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This paper starts from the observation that the light reflected from the bulk of
turbid media has angular variations in all situations encountered in practice
and investigates the resulting estimated perceived colour change at different
viewing angles.

The angle-resolved spectral reflectance factor of a set of four matte paper
samples with different amount of blue dye is characterised with a goniopho-
tometer at 45◦ incidence angle. Assuming an asymmetry factor g = 0.8 for
these samples, the scattering and absorption coefficients are estimated with
the DORT2002 model from measured reflectance factor in a d/0◦ spectropho-
tometer. These values are then used to simulate the angle resolved spectral
reflectance factor of the samples.

The simulated spectral reflectance factors agree well with the measured
ones and show a strong dependence on the observation angle. Translated
to the CIE D50/2◦ L∗a∗b∗ colour space, this leads to colour differences, ex-
pressed as the Euclidian distance ∆E∗

ab, of up to 22 ∆E∗

ab when increasing
the viewing angle from normal to the surface to grazing angles. Thus, both
measurements and simulations predict that the samples should be perceived
much lighter and less saturated at 70◦ than at 0◦ viewing angle. However, we
remark that such large colour differences are not perceived in practice. The
bluish samples actually appear almost equally coloured when changing the
observation angle. We therefore suggest that the chromatic adaptation of the
human visual system (HVS) is angle dependent and that the HVS adapts to
the increased amount of light at large observation angles.

This paper is the result of cooperation with Tech. Lic. Magnus Neuman
and Prof. Per Edström. The contribution of the author of this thesis was part
of the analysis and writing related to the interpretation of perceived angular
dependent colour variation and chromatic adaptation.
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This paper derives the bispectral reflectance of a stack of n fluorescing lay-
ers from each individual layer reflectance and transmittance. This theoretical
framework is used together with the Kokhanovsky model [67] to study the
fluorescence from layered turbid media. For one layer over a reflecting back-
ground, the model is shown to give the same results as the model proposed
by Simonot et al. [71] for one single fluorescing layer over a reflecting back-
ground.

We consider a layered medium illuminated at excitation wavelength λ1

and describe each layer with a reflectance (Rlayer
xx ) and transmittance (T layer

xx )
matrix. The subscripts indicate the excitation and emission wavelengths,
and the superscripts, the layer number. The reflectance and transmittance
coefficients from one excitation wavelength to one emission wavelength of
a two-layer construction are derived by summing all possible paths within
the layered structure. Assuming that the fluorescence only occurs to longer

wavelength, Rlayer
21 = T layer

21 = 0, the reflectance of a two-layer medium from
excitation wavelength λ1 to emission wavelength λ2 is derived to
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Similarly, the transmittance of two layers is given by
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Equations 16 and 17 are the main results of the article and provide an exten-
sion of the Stokes equations [48] for layered media that includes fluorescence.
The solution to n layers is obtained by iteration.

The single layer reflectance and transmittance matrices can be measured
with a bispectrophotometer [82]. They can also be calculated with, e.g., the
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models derived by Kokhanovsky [67], Simonot et al. [71], or Yudovsky and
Pilon [83] from the layer scattering S and absorption K coefficients, quantum
efficiency Q, and thickness t, or with any other model relating these medium
characteristics to the reflectance and transmittance matrices.

The applicability of the model is exemplified with an optimisation of flu-
orophore distribution in layered turbid media. The results show that the flu-
orophores are more efficient in the outer layer than in the middle layer and
that scattering of the excitation wavelength in the outer layer reduces the
fluorescence efficiency. Fluorescence can thus be maximized by placing the
fluorophores in a top layer with a low scattering coefficient. In this applica-
tion, diffuse illumination is required by the KM theory. However, Eqs. (16-17)
are general and can be expanded as a function of the incident, reflection, and
transmission angles. Directional illumination can be handled by modeling
the top layer with the model from Yudovsky and Pilon [83], which can also
be used to include internal reflection at the boundaries between layers of dif-
ferent refractive indexes.

This paper is the result of cooperation with Tech. Lic. Magnus Neuman
and Prof. Per Edström. The contribution of the author of this thesis was
the derivation of the proposed equations and main part of the analysis and
writing.
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This paper proposes a method to determine apparent optical properties in
the UV wavelength range with conventional broad band spectrophotometers
used in the paper industry. We introduce the apparent scattering (SUV) and
absorption (KUV) coefficients for all wavelengths below 400 nm and the ap-
parent quantum efficiency Q(UV, λ) relating the amount of photons emitted
at the visible wavelength λ to the amount of UV photons absorbed.

The problem reduces then in determining the scattering and absorption
coefficients in the visible part of the electromagnetic spectrum [S(λ) and K(λ)],
the apparent scattering and absorption coefficients in the UV wavelength
range [SUV and KUV], and the apparent quantum efficiency Q(UV, λ) for
each λ. We make use of the fact that the radiance factor of paper is usually
measured with three different illuminations having different UV content, and
for one single sheet over a black background and for a pad of identical sheets.
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This provides six measurements for parameter estimation.

The scattering and absorption coefficients are first determined at the flu-
orescence peak (440 nm) using standard KM theory applied on the radi-
ance factor measured without UV (and thus fluorescence). SUV, KUV and
Q(UV, 440 nm)E∗

UV(D65)(440 nm), where E∗(λ) = E(UV)/E(λ) is the appar-

ent UV content relative to the excitation wavelength, are then determined by
minimising the error between four simulated and measured radiance factors,
i.e. UV(C) and UV(D65) UV settings on single sheet and on a pad of samples.

For samples without FWA, the radiance factor is independent of the illu-
mination. SUV and KUV are therefore instead determined by minimising the
error between simulated and measured radiance factors in UV(D65) UV set-
ting of two three-layer constructions in which the sample to be determined is
in-between or around a fluorescing sample.

The proposed method is successfully applied to predict the whiteness of
layered papers from the individual layers’ optical properties. This enables the
papermaker to determine the illumination independent fluorescence char-
acteristics of paper and board using a conventional single monochromator
spectrophotometer operating in the visible part of the electromagnetic spec-
trum. The method can be used to study the effect of UV scattering and ab-
sorption from furnish and FWA, and to predict the radiance factor of lay-
ered constructions. This allows improved characterisation using conven-
tional measurement techniques and simulating for instance the fluorescence
response in layered papers to optimise the distribution of FWA in different
layers for maximised whiteness.

This paper is the result of cooperation with Dr. Mattias Andersson and
Prof. Per Edström. The contribution of the author of this thesis was part
of the problem statement, model development, part of the experiments, and
main part of the analysis and writing.

High paper whiteness is achieved with the use of FWA and shading dyes to
enhance the lightness and blueness of paper. Lightness and blueness were
early recognized as the main components of perceived whiteness, leading to
the development of the CIE whiteness. Since the CIE whiteness became an
ISO standard, paper producers strive to produce paper with the highest, eas-
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ily measured, CIE whiteness. The CIE whiteness is however only defined
in a limited region of the colour space given by Eqs. (2-3). Paper I showed
that many commercial copy papers are outside the region of validity of the
CIE whiteness. They are too blue and should be given zero as CIE whiteness.
Nonetheless, these papers are still perceived as white by most observers and
the proposed non linear whiteness equations in Paper I predict well the per-
ceived whiteness of all the samples. For a given L∗, the CIE whiteness has its
maximum at a given b∗ beyond which the sample is not assigned a whiteness
value. One of the proposed non-linear whiteness equations has its maximum
at the same position, beyond which the whiteness starts to decrease, whereas
better correlation between perceived whiteness ranking or rating with pre-
dicted whiteness is obtained with models allowing more blueness. This in
accordance with the findings of Uchida [2], who stated that the blue limit in
Eq. (3) could be extended. Setting the position of the maximum whiteness
is a difficult task because of the extent of individual preferences. Observers
tend to disagree on which sample is the whitest in larger extent at the highest
whiteness values, where the samples have a distinct bluish tint. Some rate
the samples very low, penalizing the bluish tint, whereas others perceived
the samples as very white. No matter where the final maximum should be
set, there is a clear benefit in using a continuous whiteness equation defined
in the whole colour space. The equations are more complex than the original
CIE whiteness, but since the calculations are performed by a computer, this
should not be problem to use them as a new standard whiteness equation.

It is worth discussing here the individual preferences further. Paper I
shows that the rankings from different groups of observers correlate, while
the observer cross-correlation is low. Since the predicted whiteness corre-
lates well with the median ranking and rating of the groups, this means that
the measured whiteness is a better predictor of the perceived whiteness of a
group, than the assessments of individual observers of the same group. In
other words, as long as the goal is to predict what would be perceived in av-
erage by many observers, when one does not rank two papers in whiteness
as the model, one is wrong and the model is right. The strong individual
preferences will also influence how much instrumental whiteness increase is
required to produce a detectable increase of perceived whiteness, i.e. the just
noticeable difference (JND) in whiteness [84]. JND determined from repeated
evaluations from a single observer are expected to be significantly lower than
JND determined from a group of observers making individual observations.

The ranking procedure used in Paper I, where all the samples are pre-
sented simultaneously to the observers, corresponds to real life situations
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in which the whiteness of a paper is compared to other papers already on
a table. Buyers and customers evaluate whiteness often by comparing two
samples against each other. As Paper II shows, simultaneous contrast signif-
icantly influences the perception of whiteness. Light blue and light yellow
backgrounds have the strongest impact on the perceived whiteness. This
suggests that papers with bluish tint will appear bluer when compared to
achromatic or yellowish papers, than when compared to other bluish papers.

No significant change of appearance with viewing angle (goniochromism)
has been reported for matte papers, for which gloss reflection is not predom-
inant. Paper VIII shows however that the light reflected from turbid media
and matte paper samples is highly anisotropic. Assuming a chromatic adap-
tation independent of the viewing angle leads to angular colour differences
of more than 20 ∆E∗

ab, which is surprisingly high for matte papers. This
suggests that the chromatic adaptation of the human visual system is angle
dependent. This is highly interesting and calls for further research in that
field.

In this thesis, the Kubelka-Munk based model is used to model the fluores-
cence of papers with different pulps, filler amounts, and basis weights. De-
spite the limitations of the conventional KM model, the Kokhanovsky model
is shown to predict well the luminescent radiance factor of a paper at differ-
ent basis weights. It should be emphasised that testing the validity of the
model requires producing samples of different basis weights, all else being
equal. If, assuming sample homogeneity, an opaque pad of samples can be
taken as equivalent to a sample of infinite thickness, the structure of the sam-
ple may vary with basis weight. In Paper IV, the scattering coefficient was
lower at 40 g/m2 than at larger basis weights.

The Kokhanovsky model can be used together with the parameter esti-
mation method proposed in Paper IV to determine S, K, and Q from mea-
surements of Donaldson radiance factor of one single sheet and of an opaque
pad. With the model, the radiance factor of different papers can be explained
by varying S, K , and Q. Paper V uses the model in that way to quantify the
effect of absorption by the FWA in the visible spectrum on the radiance fac-
tor and whiteness. The applicability of such a model in optimising the paper
structure for the highest whiteness requires to assess the model parameters
as function of the structure. Paper IV investigates how these parameters vary
with the structure. It is shown that the change of Q with FWA concentration
has a negligible effect on whiteness. Furthermore, it is shown that the lumi-
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nescent radiance factor is dependent on the ratio K/S for opaque samples.
Hence, since whiteness is usually measured on an opaque pad of samples, it
can be predicted at different FWA concentrations based on a change of ab-
sorption coefficient only. Since Q was shown to be rather independent of
pulp, filler content, and even of the two FWA types used, a constant Q can be
used in optimising the composition of plain paper.

A constant Q with different paper composition and FWA concentration
means that the fluorescence efficiency only depends on the absorption by
the FWA and on the scattering and absorption coefficients in the emission
band. High whiteness requires of course high scattering and low absorption
in the emission band of the FWA to fully take advantage of the luminesced
light. The amount of luminescent light depends on the other hand only on
the amount of light absorbed by the FWA, KFWA, in the absorption band of
the FWA, when Q is constant. For the paper samples included in this thesis,
KFWA was determined by measurement of samples with and without FWA.
This assumes additivity of the absorption properties of the FWA and of the
furnish. The results in Papers III-IV suggest that this assumption is valid for
the samples used in the respective studies. However, further studies could
focus on different FWA application methods. For instance, if the FWA would
lay on top of the fibres, the absorption coefficient should not be additive,
and the FWA should be effective even on UV absorbing fibres, as long as
the fibres do not absorb much in the emission band of the FWA. In order to
use the model for prediction and optimisation, the non linear dependence of
KFWA on the FWA concentration needs to be studied further. This includes
both adsorption properties of the FWA and chemical interaction with fibres
and additives affecting the absorbing power of the FWA. High performance
liquid chromatography (HPLC), which was applied on the samples of Paper
IV, is a promising way to study the adsorption of FWA. Preliminary results
indicate a rather linear dependence of the FWA amount fixed to the samples
on the feed FWA amount.

Considering Q as independent of the pulp and additives in plain paper,
high whiteness is obtained by maximising KFWA. However, Paper V shows
that the light absorption of the FWA in the visible spectrum explains most
of the observed greening and whiteness saturation. Thus, increasing the
FWA concentration does not automatically lead to higher whiteness. Further,
chemical interactions with e.g. salts may affect the absorption properties of
the FWA.

The equations derived in Paper IX for multilayer turbid media are gen-
eral and do not require the use of the Kokhanovsky model for modelling the
individual layers. In their present form, they assume though diffuse reflec-
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tion and transmission between layers. The KM theory and the Kokhanovsky
model require also diffuse illumination and isotropic single scattering. From
a paper designer’s perspective, the results in Paper IX show that the pro-
posed multilayer fluorescence model has good predictability in spite of these
assumptions. It is worth noting that uncertainties in the model parameters
may be significantly larger than errors attributed to the model. As mentioned
above, the relationship between absorption coefficient and FWA concentra-
tion is not straightforward. It is even more difficult to estimate the scattering
coefficient in the UV wavelength range due to its observed decrease with
increasing absorption. Attempts were made to use MC simulations with dif-
ferent illumination geometries and asymmetry parameter (g) for the samples
in Paper IV but this gave no significant increase of the explanation or predic-
tion power. It should however be noted that a careful estimation of g may
lead to a better explanation of the decrease of S with K , as shown later by
Neuman et al. [85].

Paper X proposes a further simplified model in which the optical proper-
ties below 400 nm are described by apparent scattering SUV and absorption
KUV coefficients and quantum efficiency Q(UV, λ). This allows determining
the model parameters with standard measurements using conventional spec-
trophotometers used in the paper industry. The method is tested successfully
for uncoated papers and should be further investigated for coated papers.
Accurate simulation of coating papers may also require taking into account
surface reflection, which implies implementing what is known as the Saun-
derson’s correction within the KM theory into the Kokhanovsky model in a
way similar to what Yudovsky and Pilon suggested [70].

In all, we have seen that the KM theory can be successfully extended to ac-
count for fluorescence in layered paper and board in a way that is of practical
interest for the paper maker since it does not require the use of non standard
measurement equipments. When it comes to simulating lateral radiance vari-
ation, we nevertheless need to use less computationally efficient Monte Carlo
methods.

In layered structures with layer thickness variation it is important to accu-
rately simulate the lateral light scattering since it will affect the lateral distri-
bution of the light reflected through the layers. In this thesis we have focused
on analysing the lateral light scattering predicted by general radiative trans-
fer with rotationally invariant phase functions. This means that in these MC
models, the change of direction at a scattering event is independent of the
absolute direction of the light within the structure. By comparing simulated
MTF to MTF measured on different paper, it is clear that the MC simulations
overestimate the width of the MTF. Thus, rotationally invariant phase func-
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tions cannot explain the observed lateral light scattering in paper. Although
we show in Paper VI that single forward scattering leads to a higher degree
of lateral scattering than isotropic single scattering, this effect does not con-
tribute significantly compared to what is measured on paper.

Hence, single scattering anisotropy cannot explain the lateral light scatter-
ing observed in paper. This supports the findings of Arney [78] who argued
that the observed larger lateral light scattering in paper is due to directional
inhomogeneity. This means that the fibrous structure tends to scatter the light
more along the fibres resulting in a phase function that is dependent on the
incident angle onto the fibres, which are more or less oriented in the plane
of the paper. The problem lies in describing the function and relate it to the
shape and size of the fibres. Once the phase function is defined, it can eas-
ily be implemented in the simulation tool described in Paper III. Linder and
Löfqvist [86, 87] used recently an analytic solution for the phase function de-
rived for infinitely long cylinders to simulate lateral resolved transmittance
of paper. Although fibres in a paper sheet are not cylindrical but have a flat-
tened elliptic cross-section, it may be an alternative. More work is nonethe-
less needed to relate for instance the extent of lateral light scattering to fibre
type and geometry. Another approach is to simulate light scattering from
fibre network as in Paper III. Using a static fibre network enables even sim-
ulating non homogeneous lateral distribution of fibres to account for layer
formation as implemented by Mesquine [88].

This thesis contributes to the area of colour appearance modelling and to
the area of light scattering in paper and print. The results are directly ap-
plicable in industrial applications for more accurate instrumental measure of
perceived whiteness and optimisation of the use of FWA.

The CIE whiteness equation should be replaced with a smooth function
defined in the whole colour space. Our results indicate also that the max-
imum perceived whiteness is obtained for samples with larger bluish tint
than what is allowed by the CIE whiteness equation. Beyond this limit (and
for slightly greenish or reddish samples), the use of penalty function assess
a lower whiteness value to samples outside the region of validity of the CIE
whiteness equation, while still perceived as white by most observers.

When comparing different papers side by side, simultaneous contrast af-
fects significantly the appearance of the papers, depending on the shade of
the other papers. Thus, CIE whiteness and other models neglecting simul-
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taneous contrast effects should not be used to predict the relative whiteness
of different papers seen together. These models can only predict the per-
ceived whiteness of a single paper on a grey background. Using the colour
appearance model CIECAM02-m2 will provide more accurate prediction of
the visual ranking when samples of different shades are viewed together.

The Kubelka-Munk based Kokhanovsky model for fluorescence in tur-
bid media explains much of the fluorescence from homogeneous plain paper
in terms of paper composition, FWA concentration and basis weight. Mod-
elling spatial radiance variation of layered paper or board will on the other
hand require more advanced models. This thesis shows that radiative trans-
fer models using rotationally invariant single scattering phase function can-
not explain the large lateral scattering of the light in paper.

The quantum efficiency of two different FWA types is found to be rather
equal and independent of the paper composition and FWA concentration.
Hence, the fluorescence efficiency is essentially dependent only on the ability
of the FWA to absorb light in its absorption band. However, absorption of
the FWA in the violet-blue region of the electromagnetic spectrum explains
most of the often observed greening and whiteness saturation at larger FWA
concentrations. This thesis provides an extension of the fluorescence model to
layered constructions and parameter estimation methods with conventional
instruments. This is essential for optimising the whiteness of layered paper
or board in real applications.
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Eq. (3) in Paper IX and Eq. (9) in Paper X should read
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